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AbstrAct
Attention has been traditionally understood as an important factor on acquiring new information.  
	 reie	 of	 te	 literature	 suests	 tat	 attention	 speci call	 attention	 to	 te	 contexts	 also	 plas	 a	
releant	role	on	information	retrieal.	t	also	sos	tat	attention	to	te	contexts	is	modulated	b	te	
ambiuit	 of	 te	 situation	 and	 te	 informatie	 alue	 contexts	 ae.	 e	 irtues	 and	 limitations	 of	
different	 attentional	 teories	 of	 learnin	 applied	 to	 te	 explanation	 of	 te	 effects	 of	 context	 cane	
on retrieval of the information are discussed. This analysis uncovers the weanesses of current 
researc	on	context	processin	 tat	sould	be	corrected	b	future	researc	e	need	of	 independent	
measures	 of	 attention	 to	 te	 contexts	 te	 ealuation	 of	 te	 mecanisms	 of	 contextual	 control	 and	
te	 possibilit	 of	 tain	 an	 eolutionar	 perspectie	 on	 te	 effects	 of	 context	 cane.
ey words: attention	context	processin	contextual	control	information	retrieal	learnin	memor.

How to cite this paper: Ogallar PM, Ramos-Álvarez M, Alcalá JA, Moreno-Fernández MM,  Rosas 
	 21.	ttentional	 erspecties	 on	 Context-dependence	 of	 nformation	 etrieal.	 International 
ournal of Psychology  Psychological Therapy, 17, 115-130.

The interpretation that we mae of situations of daily life is often determined 
b	 te	 context	 in	 ic	 e	 nd	 ourseles.	 or	 instance	 te	 meanin	 e	 attribute	 to	
the word cell will be different in the biology class and in a mobile phone store. The 
stud	of	te	conditions	and	mecanisms	trou	ic	contextual	information	inuences	
beaior	 as	 enerated	 a	 lare	 number	 of	 experimental	ors	 durin	 te	 last	 decades.	
n	man	 of	 tose	 studies	 te	 role	 of	 context	 as	 been	 found	 to	 be	 especiall	 releant	

Novelty and Signi cance
What is already known about the topic
 etrieal	of	 second-learned	 information	about	 a	 cue	 is	more	 affected	b	context	 canes	 tan	 rst-learned	

information about the same cue. 
 ifferential	attention	to	te	contexts	seems	to	be	at	te	base	of	tis	asmmetrical	effect	of	context	cane.
What this paper adds
 eises	 te	 eidence	 suestin	 tat	 te	 e	 factor	 on	 context-dependence	 of	 information	 retrieal	 is	

not	eter	 te	 information	 is	 learned	 rst	or	 second	but	eter	 te	context	 is	attended	or	not	en	 te	
information is learned.

 Establises	ambiuit	of	te	situation	and	context	releance	as	te	main	factors	tat	modulate	attention	to	te	
contexts.

 ncoers	te	searc	of	independent	measures	of	attention	to	te	contexts	te	ealuation	of	te	mecanisms	of	
contextual	control	in	different	animal	species	as	te	future	callenes	researcers	in	tis	topic	ill	ae	to	face.
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in situations involving interference, that is, in situations in which we have to deal with 
conictin	 information	 for	a	 reie	see	outon	1993	osas	ood		outon	213.

ets	 tae	te	stud	conducted	b	aredes	Ola	and	osas	1999	Experiment	2	
as	 an	 example.	ese	 autors	 explored	 te	 role	of	 context	 on	performance	 in	 a	 uman	
predictive judgments tas. Participants were to tae on the role of a medical inspector 
o	ealuated	reports	of	patients	 treated	 in	 to	different	 imainar	ospitals.	 n	a	 rst	
phase participants learned that treatment  used in hospital A made all patients sic, 
whereas treatment  used in hospital B was totally safe. In a second phase, participants 
received treatment  in hospital B, and treatment  in hospital A, both without outcomes. 
ot	 treatments	 caned	 te	 context	 ere	 te	 ere	 administered	 and	 treatment	 	
ad	 no	 loner	 effects.	at	 is	 treatment		 receied	 an	 extinction	 treatment.	Canin	
te	 context	 before	 extinction	 ad	 no	 effect	 on	 participants	 performance	t	 te	 start	
of	 te	 pase	 expectations	 tat	 dru	 	 ould	 produce	 te	 disease	 remained	 i	 in	
ospital	 	ile	 expectations	 tat	 te	 disease	 appeared	en	 te	 patient	 ad	 inested	
medication  remained low in hospital A. As training progressed predictive judgments to 
treatment  gradually decreased until matching trials to treatment , both close to zero 
in	 te	 predictie	 udments	 scale.	 n	 te	 nal	 test	 participants	ere	 ased	 to	 ealuate	
the probability that  could cause the disease in each hospital. Estimates depended on 
the hospital in which  was administered: Higher when  was presented in hospital A 
where  had originally been paired with the outcome than when it was presented in 
ospital		ere	 te	 relationsip	 beteen		 and	 te	 outcome	 ad	 been	 extinuised.

is	 recoer	of	 te	extinuised	 response	it	 te	cane	of	context	 is	non	
as the renewal	 effect	 and	 as	 been	 extensiel	 studied	 in	 bot	 animals	 and	 umans	
in	 te	 last	 tree	 decades	 see	 amon	 oters	 outon	 	 olles	 199	 osas	 arca	
utirre		Calleas	uilera	2	osas	ila	uo		ópe	21.	tudies	ae	
shown that the basic factor that determines the renewal effect is whether the interference 
treatment	taes	place	in	a	context	oter	tan	te	context	in	ic	te	test	is	performed	
reardless	 of	 eter	 te	 test	 context	 is	 te	 one	 in	 ic	 te	 acuisition	 too	 place	
e..	 outon	 	 olles	 199	 osas	 et al., 2001 or a different but equally familiar 
one	outon		icer	1994	outon		artentruber	19	amai		Naaima	2	
Thomas, Larsen,  Ayres, 2003. 

e	 most	 complete	 explanation	 of	 te	 renewal effect was provided by Bouton 
1993	 1994	 in	 is	 teor	 of	 interference	 and	 information	 retrieal.	is	 teor	 olds	
that the memory is formed by nodes that represent events of the world and that relate to 
eac	oter	 in	an	excitator	or	 inibitor	a	so	 tat	 te	actiation	of	one	node	excites	
or inhibits the activation of related nodes. Phenomena such as spontaneous recovery 
alo	192	reinstatement	escorla		et	19	or	te	effect	of	reneal	at	and	
reveal that, once established, these relationships remain available until their recovery 
becomes necessary, so that sometimes the same stimulus may eep at the same time 
an	 excitator	 and	 an	 inibitor	 relationsip	 it	 te	 same	 outcome.	 n	 aredes	 Ola	
and	osass	1999	experiment		ma	produce	te	disease	or	not	dependin	on	ere	
it	as	 administered.	e	 information	 retrieal	 teor	 suests	 tat	 te	 context	 plas	 a	
modulating role in those situations, determining which information will be retrieved at a 
ien	time.	o	be	clear	tis	teor	suests	tat	retrieal	of	te	information	learned	 rst	
ill	 not	 be	 context-dependent	ereas	 retrieal	 of	 te	 conictin	 information	 learned	
second	 about	 extinction	 or	 interference	 ill	 depend	 on	 te	 test	 tain	 place	 in	 te	
context	ere	 suc	 conictin	 information	as	 learned.	 n	 te	 experiment	 reported	b	
aredes	Ola	and	osas	 1999	canin	 te	context	after	acuisition	ad	no	effect	on	
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performance. However, once the information became ambiguous  produced the disease 
and  did not produce the disease, the second information learned is only recovered 
en	 te	 test	 is	 conducted	 in	 te	 same	 context	 in	ic	 it	as	 learned	 but	 not	en	
it	 is	 conducted	 in	 a	 different	 context	 see	Nelson	 22.

is	 explanation	 of	 te	 reneal	 effect	 b	 te	 teor	 of	 information	 retrieal	
comes	 up	 aainst	 tree	main	 sortcomins.	 e	 rst	 one	 stems	 from	 te	 fact	 tat	 te	
teor	is	limited	to	narro	understandin	of	te	reneal	effect	leain	unexplained	te	
role	 tat	 contexts	 ma	 pla	 in	 oter	 situations	 suc	 as	 simple	 acuisition.	 e	 teor	
de nes	 reneal	 as	 te	 information	 recoer	 tat	 is	 produced	 b	 te	 context	 cane	
after	 extinction	 and	 tat	 cannot	 be	 explained	 b	 direct	 context-outcome	 associations	
reardless	 of	eter	 tese	 are	 excitator	 or	 inibitor	 e..	Nelson	 anuan	adillo	
Ruiz, Pérez,  León, 2011. With this assumption, the theory is self-limiting, leaving 
out	all	 tose	situations	in	ic	te	context	plas	a	role	on	performance	trou	direct	
associations with the outcome e.g., León, Abad,  Rosas, 2011 León, Callejas Aguilera, 
	osas	212	as	ell	as	tose	situations	in	ic	context-sitces	affect	retrieal	of	
information	 tat	 as	 not	 underone	 extinction	 or	 an	 oter	 form	 of	 interference	 e..	
all		one	 199	osas		Calleas	uilera	 2	 dn		rcer	 199.

The second shortcoming arises from the evaluation of one of its unique assumptions. 
e	teor	olds	tat	 te	essential	factor	 in	te	reneal	situation	is	 leain	te	context	
where interference occurs, regardless of whether this departure taes the organism to 
te	 same	context	ere	acuisition	occurred	or	not.	us	 te	 teor	expects	 te	 same	
results	 en	 te	 test	 is	 conducted	 in	 te	 oriinal	 context	 of	 trainin	 tan	 en	 te	
test	 taes	 place	 in	 a	 ne	 context.	 oeer	 te	 reneal	 effect	 as	 been	 found	 to	 be	
stroner	 en	 te	 desin	 inoles	 a	 return	 to	 te	 acuisition	 context	 durin	 te	 test	
	desin	ere	 te	 letters	 represent	 te	 contexts	ere	 te	acuisition	 extinction	
and	 test	 tae	 place	 tan	en	 te	 desin	 inoles	 onl	 leain	 te	 extinction	 context	
	and	C	reneal	desins	arris	 ones	aile		estbroo	2	Naaima	
Tanaa, Urushihara,  Imada, 2000 Rosas, et al.	 2	 amai	 	 Naaima	 2	
Thomas et al.	 23	 see	 also	arca	utirre	osas		Nelson	 2.

e	 tird	 sortcomin	 of	 te	 teor	 comes	 from	 its	 lo	 explanator	 poer.	
ointin	 out	 tat	 te	 second	 information	 learned	 is	 context-dependent	 is	 not	 an	 actual	
explanation	 of	 	 information	 becomes	 context	 dependent	 but	 a	 description	 of	 te	
result	 most	 commonl	 obtained	 in	 te	 literature.	 e	 rst	 attempt	 to	 brea	 tis	 circle	
is	 presented	 in	 te	 concludin	 comments	 of	 a	 capter	 publised	 b	 outon	 199	
in	 ic	 e	 states	 tat	 interferin	 information	 becomes	 context	 dependent	 because	 it	
maes the cue ambiguous i.e., the outcome announces the presence and the absence of 
te	outcome.	is	 ambiuit	 leads	 te	oranism	 to	pa	attention	 to	 te	 context	ere	
te	 information	 is	 presented	 in	 an	 attempt	 to	 disambiuate	 te	 situation.	 Conictin	
information	 is	 ten	 processed	 it	 te	 context	 ere	 it	 is	 learned	 and	 its	 retrieal	
becomes	 context-dependent.	 eain	 aside	 for	 no	 tat	 tis	 solution	 onl	 applies	 to	
tose	 situations	 in	 ic	 te	 context	 cane	 affects	 te	 interferin	 information	 tis	
approac	 ilits	 te	 role	 of	 attention	 as	 an	 explanator	 factor	 of	 te	 effects	 of	
contextual	 cane	 on	 information	 retrieal	 see	 also	 Nelson	 22	 arb	 	 earce	
199.	 n	 te	 folloin	 section	 e	 ill	 brie	 present	 o	main	 attentional	 teories	
of	 associatie	 learnin	 deal	it	 context-sitc	 effects.
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AttentionAl theories of AssociAtive leArning

In the last four decades, the study of the relationship between associative learning 
and	 attention	 as	 been	 dominated	 b	 to	 teories	acintoss	 19a	ic	 olds	
that attention to a given stimulus is directly related to its predictive power and Pearce 
and	 alls	 19	 ic	 olds	 ust	 te	 opposite	 tat	 tere	 is	 an	 inerse	 relationsip	
between the attention a stimulus receives and its predictive power. Although they are 
by no means the only theoretical approaches in the literature, they capture the essential 
roles	attention	plas	in	associatie	learnin	and	are	at	 te	base	of	oter	more	complex	
approaches whose discussion would surpass the goals of this review.

The Attentional Theory of Mackintosh 17a 

This theory starts with the simple assumption that what is learned about a particular 
stimulus depends on the attention it receives, assuming that attention is greater the 
better predictor of its consequences the stimulus is see the bacground of this model in 
reces	1932	uterland		acintos	191.	sin	a	conditionin	situation	as	an	
example	te	reater	te	correlation	beteen	te	stimulus	and	te	outcome	te	reater	te	
attention the stimulus will receive. As the processing capacity of the attentional system 
is limited, the model also assumes that the attention received by any cue is inversely 
proportional to the attention received by the other cues present in the situation, so 
that those stimuli that are relatively good predictors of their consequences will receive 
progressively more attention whereas those that are not, will be progressively ignored. 
In general terms, this model emphasizes the role of stimulus processing, assuming that 
the attentional changes that occur throughout the learning process are responsible for 
te	 nal	 result.	 e	acintos	model	 as	 receied	 reat	 empirical	 support	 and	 it	 is	
especially successful in uniquely accounting for phenomena related to the competition 
between predictive cues i.e., blocing, one of the cornerstones of theoretical development 
in	 te	 eld	 of	 associatie	 learnin.	 locin	 is	 obsered	 en	 after	 pairin	 a	 ien	
conditioned stimulus CS, i.e., a noise with an unconditioned stimulus US, i.e., a brief 
electric shoc on the legs of a rat, we present a stimulus compound in which the original 
CS is presented together with a new CS i.e., a noise-light compound followed by the 
same unconditioned stimulus originally used. When we later evaluate the response of fear 
to	 te	 added	C	 te	 lit	 in	 te	 example	e	 nd	 tat	 te	 conditioned	 response	 C	
is lower in this situation than in another one in which the noise-light compound is not 
preceded by the separated training of any of its elements. Thus, previous training with 
one of the stimuli in the compound blocs the learning about the relationship between 
te	 added	 element	 and	 te		 amin	 199.

acintoss	 teor	 19a	 aptl	 predicts	 tat	 blocin	ill	 not	 appear	 durin	
te	 rst	compound	trainin	trial	acintos	19b	as	ell	as	te	increase	in	te	C	
when US value is reduced between the element training phase and the training phase 
it	 te	 compound	 icinson	 all	 	 acintos	 19	 c.f.	 escorla	 	aner	
192.	 e	 loic	 underlin	 tese	 to	 predictions	 is	 simple	 and	 intuitie.	 e	 model	
holds that learning about a stimulus depends on the level of processing that it receives, 
identifying its associability with the attention that the stimulus receives. In other words, 
the capacity of a given stimulus to enter in association with other will depend on the 
attention	it	receies.	e	explanation	for	blocin	arises	from	te	fact	 tat	 te	stimulus	
added during the training phase of the compound is a worse predictor of the outcome 
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than the stimulus originally trained, so it will be quicly discarded as potential predictor 
and will no longer receive attention. However, in a typical conditioning trial in which the 
C	 slitl	 precedes	 te		en	 te	 compound	 is	 rst	 introduced	 te	 oranism	ill	
pay attention to the added stimulus given that its outcome is still unnown. The model 
predicts	 tat	 te	 added	 stimulus	 te	 lit	 in	 our	 preious	 example	ill	 be	 processed	
in	te	 rst	compound	conditionin	trial	and	conseuentl	ill	ain	predictie	poer	b	
being followed by the outcome. It will be only later, in the following trials, when the 
stimulus becomes ignored due to its lower predictive value with respect to the partner 
stimulus in the compound. With the same logic, the model predicts that attention to the 
new stimulus will be ept high when there is a change in the value of the US between 
the training phase with the element and the training phase with the compound, regardless 
of the direction of the change. This phenomenon is nown as unblocking and was already 
predicted by the reference associative learning model Rescorla and Wagners Wagner 
	escorla	192.	oeer	 tis	 latter	model	predicts	 tat	 te	ne	 learnin	about	 te	
added stimulus will correlate directly with the direction of the change in the value of the 
US, increasing when the intensity of the US increases across phases and decreasing in 
te	opposite	case	sometin	tat	as	not	been	con rmed	in	te	literature	see	icinson	
et al.	 19.	 e	 assumption	 of	 a	 positie	 correlation	 beteen	 te	 predictie	 poer	
of stimuli and the attention they receive has been included in more recent models of 
learning, such as rusches 2001, 2003, who developed a connectionist approach 
of	 some	 complexit.	 or	 te	 situations	 e	 deal	 it	 ere	 rusces	 model	 presents	
similar properties to the original model, so it will not be developed here further.

The Attentional Theory of Pearce and all 10

e	acintos	model	 19a	 starts	 from	 te	 idea	 tat	 more	 attention	 is	 paid	
to stimuli that are better predictors of their outcomes that is, relevant stimuli will be 
more	attended	tan	irreleant	stimuli.	earce	and	alls	19	model	maes	te	opposite	
assumption. According to this model organisms pay attention to stimuli that are poor 
predictors of their outcomes, ignoring those that are good predictors of their outcomes 
which receive automatic processing. Thus, this theory shares with Macintoshs theory 
19a	te	idea	tat	te	attention	stimuli	receie	canes	it	te	experience.	oeer	
it differs from the latter by arguing that attentional changes in the associability of stimuli 
are inversely related to their predictive value.

e	pointed	out	tat	acintoss	teor	19a	receied	empirical	support	and	
te	same	is	true	for	te	teor	of	earce	and	all	19.	n	different	experimental	series	
tat	sout	to	contrast	tis	teor	directl	it	acintoss	teor	19a	it	as	found	
that learning is hampered when a good predictor of the outcome is subsequently paired 
with a new Dicinson et al.	 19	 or	 more	 intense	 outcome	 all	 	 earce	 199.	
This result, nown as Hall-Pearce negative transfer effect, suggests that the organism 
stops paying attention to the stimulus once its predictive power is well established c.f., 
acintos	19a.	n	a	related	result	ae	and	earce	194	found	tat	conditionin	
was facilitated when the target stimulus had previously undergone partial reinforcement, 
thus being a poor predictor of the outcome. These results suggest that, at least in 
some circumstances, there is an inverse relationship between the predictive power of a 
stimulus	 and	 te	 attention	 it	 receies.	 Contrar	 to	acintoss	 19a	 prediction	 in	
some circumstances we learn more easily about stimuli that are bad predictors of its 
outcomes, while we learn more slowly about stimuli that are good predictors of them 
earce		all	 19.
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ybrid Models e Pelley, 200, Pearce  Mackintosh, 2010

e	experimental	endorsement	receied	b	te	opposite	predictions	of	acintos	
19a	 and	 earce	 and	 all	 19	 models	 as	 encouraed	 deelopin	 of	 brid	
models	 interatin	 bot	 approaces	 into	 a	 fuller	 explanation	 of	 te	 role	 of	 attention	
in associative learning. Among the most relevant attempts is that of Le Pelley 2004 
who incorporates in his model two attentional parameters, one that follows the rules 
establised	b	te	model	of	acintos	19a	and	anoter	tat	canes	accordin	to	
te	 rules	 proposed	 b	earce	 and	all	 19.		 similar	 approac	 as	 been	 deeloped	
by Pearce and Macintosh 2010. To detail both theories surpasses the goals of this 
manuscript so we will limit to indicate that through different solutions both theories 
coordinate within the same learning algorithm the two attentional models described 
aboe	 interatin	 te	 opposite	 results	 brie	 summaried	 aboe	 and	 alloin	 for	 a	
more	 complete	 approximation	 to	 te	 role	 tat	 attention	 plas	 in	 learnin	 and	 te	 role	
that learning plays in the attention that stimuli receive see also Hall  Rodríguez, 
21	e	 elle	itcell	eesle	eore		ills	 21.

The role of context in attentional models of associative learning

e	acintos	 model	 19a	 as	 deeloped	 as	 an	 alternatie	 explanation	 to	
te	associatie	learnin	explanation	proposed	b	escorla	and	aner	192	ile	te	
earce	 and	all	 19	model	 sout	 to	 be	 an	 alternatie	 to	 bot.	 inall	 te	 brid	
models of Le Pelley and Pearce and Macintosh 2010 tried to integrate the previous 
models	in	a	uni ed	ersion	tat	allos	to	account	for	te	conictin	results	found	in	te	
literature, and that seem to support one model discarding the other for a recent review 
in this topic see Le Pelley et al.	21.	None	of	 tese	models	as	deeloped	it	 te	
oal	of	speci call	accountin	for	te	effects	of	context	cane	on	information	retrieal.	
However, all of them may be applied to these situations. It is enough to consider that 
te	context	is	an	additional	stimulus	itin	te	experimental	situation	susceptible	to	te	
same attentional processes that the rest of the stimuli present in the situation. Under 
tis	assumption	te	context	ould	enter	into	predictie	competition	it	te	rest	of	te	
stimuli.	en	tis	competition	leads	te	context	to	ain	predictie	poer	an	subseuent	
cane	 in	 te	 context	 in	 ic	 learnin	 taes	 place	 ould	 lead	 to	 a	 deterioration	 in	
performance	 see	 also	 earce	 19	 1994	 22	escorla		aner	 192.

ese	models	 explain	 situations	 in	ic	 context	 cane	 as	 a	 direct	 effect	 on	
retrieval of information about consistent relationships between neutral stimuli and their 
outcomes	 since	 te	 assume	 tat	 te	 context	 becomes	 a	 predictor	 of	 te	 outcome	 in	
suc	a	a	 tat	en	 te	 context	 canes	 oranisms	 response	decreases	 in	 an	 effect	
non	 as	 a	 eneraliation	 decrement.	oeer	 none	 of	 tese	models	 can	 explain	 te	
asmmetr	 beteen	 te	 effects	 of	 context	 cane	 on	 simple	 acuisition	 and	 extinction	
or interference that is usually found in the renewal phenomena described above.

	 possible	 solution	 to	 tis	 problem	 is	 proposed	 b	 arb	 and	 earce	 199.	
ese	 autors	 tae	 as	 teir	 startin	 point	 te	 con urational	 model	 of	 earce	 19	
1994	 22.	 Contrar	 to	 te	 preious	 elementar	models	 tat	 assume	 tat	 te	 stimuli	
are independently processed, this model assumes that the organisms have a transient 
sensory storage of limited capacity that is permanently full. The content of the sensory 
memory at a given time would play the role of a CS as a whole, including what is 
separatel	 treated	as	context	and	taret	stimuli	 in	elementar	 teories.	esponse	durin	
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testin	ill	depend	on	te	similarit	beteen	te	present	con uration	and	te	one	tat	is	
stored in memory as related to the outcome, that is, the proportion of elements contained 
in	 te	 test	 con uration	 it	 respect	 to	 te	 oriinall	 trained	 con uration	 and	 it	
respect	to	oter	con urations	tat	ma	ae	been	trained	it	te	same	oranism.	e	
result	of	 tis	approac	it	 respect	 to	 te	 role	of	 te	context	 is	obious	as	part	of	 te	
con uration	itself	an	cane	in	te	context	ill	mean	a	decrease	in	eneraliation	and	
in the response given by the organism to the new situation. Up to this point, Pearces 
model	19	presents	te	same	problems	presented	b	te	elementar	models	preiousl	
described	en	confrontin	te	asmmetr	of	context-sitc	effects	on	acuisition	and	
extinction.	oeer	arb	and	earce	199	 implemented	an	attentional	analsis	 tat	
allos	 earces	 model	 to	 explain	 man	 of	 teir	 results	 inolin	 context.	 Essentiall	
te	found	tat	contextual	speci cit	of	a	simple	stimulus-outcome	association	appeared	
en	contexts	ere	part	of	conditional	discrimination	in	ic	te	relationsip	beteen	
eac	of	to	different	stimuli	and	te	outcome	as	reersed	as	a	function	of	te	context.	
arb	and	earce	199	arue	 tat	attention	 to	 irreleant	contexts	 rises	en	contexts	
become relevant to solve the learning tas, with the result that they end up being part 
of what the organism eventually learns and, in the end, partially control the organism 
response	see	also	eón	bad		osas	2	21a	reston	icinson		acintos	
19.	 Note	 tat	 te	 same	 principle	 could	 be	 applied	 to	 all	 te	 models	 preiousl	
discussed.	oeer	 once	 it	 is	 accepted	 tat	 attention	 to	 context	 can	 be	modulated	 b	
te	 releance	of	 te	 context	 to	 sole	 te	 situation	 te	uestion	 tat	opens	up	 is	ic	
are	 te	 factors	 tat	 modulate	 te	 attention	 oranisms	 pa	 to	 te	 contexts.	 is	 is	 te	
startin	 point	 of	 te	ttentional	eor	 of	Context	 rocessin	 C	ic	e	ill	
brie	describe	belo	osas	Calleas	uilera	amos	lare		bad	2	see	also	
osas		Calleas	uilera	2	osas	arca	utirre		Calleas	uilera	2.

AttentionAl theory of context Processing

n	 te	preious	sections	e	ae	brie	presented	 te	sortcomins	of	outons	
teor	 of	 information	 retrieal	 1993	 1994	 199	 and	 te	 limitations	 of	 attentional	
teories	 of	 associatie	 learnin	 e	 elle	 24	 acintos	 19a	 earce	 	 all	
19	earce		acintos	21	 to	become	an	 interatie	account	 for	all	 te	effects	
of	 context	 cane	 tat	 are	 reported	 in	 te	 literature.	C	as	proposed	it	 te	oal	
of	 oercomin	 tese	 sortcomins	 b	 extendin	 te	 teor	 of	 information	 retrieal	 in	
a	 a	 tat	 allos	 for	 an	 explanation	 of	 context-sitc	 effects	 outside	 te	 extinction
interference procedures, integrating attention and retrieval mechanisms, and suggesting 
a	 set	 of	 factors	 tat	modulate	 te	 attention	 contexts	 receie.

C	maintains	four	essential	principles.	e	 rst	to	principles	emanate	directl	
from	outons	teor	of	information	retrieal	1993	t	is	arued	tat	1	tere	are	to	
main	 sources	 of	 forettin	 interference	 and	 context	 cane	 and	 tat	 2	 learnin	 of	
interferin	 information	 onl	 affects	 retrieal	 of	 te	 information	 learned	 rst	 itout	
erasing it both, interfering and interfered information are assumed to be stored in 
memory, and recovery of one or the other will depend on the conditions under which the 
test	 is	performed	 e..	nderson	1993	ensi		aaimaers	19.	o	additional	
principles	are	 included	it	 te	oal	of	extendin	 te	 teor	 to	situations	 in	ic	 te	
teor	of	information	retrieal	 lacs	predictie	poer.	Contrar	to	te	idea	tat	context	
cane	onl	affects	retrieal	of	ambiuous	information	outon	1993	199	3	C	
olds	 tat	 te	effects	of	context	cane	depend	on	 te	attention	 tat	 te	oranism	pas	
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to	 te	 context	 durin	 learnin	 so	 tat	 eneer	 te	 context	 is	 attended	 retrieal	 of	
all	 te	 information	 learned	 itin	 tat	 attended	 context	 ill	 become	 context-speci c	
reardless	of	eter	 tat	 information	 is	excitator	 inibitor	ambiuous	or	not	 c.f.	
outon	 199	 arb		 earce	 199.	 inall	 4	 it	 is	 assumed	 tat	 attention	 to	 te	
contexts	ill	 be	modulated	 b	 ambiuit	 outon	 199	 context	 releance	 arb		
earce	199	te	deree	of	experience	it	te	context	and	te	tas	direct	instructions	
in	uman	participants	 and	 its	 relatie	 salience	it	 respect	 to	 tat	of	 te	 speci c	 cues	
used	 in	 te	 tas.	 n	 te	 folloin	 sections	 e	 ill	 brie	 detail	 te	 results	 found	 in	
the literature with respect to each of the factors proposed by ATCP.

Ambiguity 

Rosas and Callejas Aguilera, using human predictive learning 2006 and rats 
conditioned taste aversion 2007 tass found that retrieval of all relationships learned 
itin	a	context	in	ic	a	cue	as	been	extinuised	become	context-dependent.	imilar	
results have been reported when ambiguity is generated through a latent inhibition 
desin	in	rats	in	ic	te	cue	is	 rst	presented	itout	outcome	and	ten	conditioned	
ernal	amboa	Nieto		osas	 21	 and	en	 retroactie	 interference	 is	 used	 as	
te	treatment	tat	enerates	ambiuit	in	umans	osas	arca	utirre	et al., 2006. 

More recent wor has reinforced these results beyond the initial confound 
beteen	ambiuit	and	interference	see	Nelson	and	Calleas	uilera	2.	Contextual	
dependence of consistent predictors is also obtained when ambiguity is introduced 
through a pseudo-discrimination procedure, suggesting that ambiguity produces a general 
cane	 in	 attention	 to	 te	 context	 main	 context-dependent	 te	 retrieal	 of	 all	 te	
information	 learned	 in	 tat	 situation	 Calleas	 uilera	 	 osas	 21	 c.f.	 Nelson	
	 Calleas	 uilera	 2.	 dditional	 eidence	 of	 extinction	 increasin	 attention	 to	
te	 contexts	as	 proided	 b	Nelson	 amoureux	 and	eón	 213	en	 ndin	 tat	
extinction	enances	participants	performance	in	a	subseuent	biconditional	discrimination	
in	 ic	 contextual	 cues	 are	 releant	 to	 sole	 te	 tas.	 Een	 more	 extinction	 seems	
to	 affect	 processin	 of	 contexts	 in	 ic	 extinction	 as	 not	 taen	 place	 e..	 osas	
 Callejas Aguilera, 2006. The most striing results on this respect were reported by 
ernal	 amboa	 osas	 and	 Calleas	uilera	 214	 en	 ndin	 tat	 te	 ambiuit	
produced	 b	 extinction	 in	 one	 tas	 suc	 as	 runnin	 in	 a	 runa	 led	 to	 reater	 context	
dependence of a different tas such as taste aversion conditioning see also Bernal 
amboa	Calleas	uilera	Nieto		osas	 213	osas		Calleas	uilera	 2.

egree of experience with the context and the task 

Theoretical proposals in the tradition of learning and conditioning suggest that the 
oranism	ill	ae	dif culties	to	separate	releant	from	irreleant	cues	at	te	beinnin	
of	 trainin	 see	 for	 example	 rusce	 21	 acintos	 19a	 ers	 	 luc	
1994	 cmau	 am	 	 ra	 199.	 rom	 tis	 idea	 follos	 tat	 contextual	 control	
of responding will be higher at the beginning of training than when training progresses, 
a	prediction	 tat	as	been	con rmed	 in	different	uman	eón	bad		osas	21b	
211	 and	 animal	 learnin	 experiments	 all	 and	one	 199	 eón	 et al., 2012 but 
see	onardi	one		all	 199.	ssumin	 tat	 te	 context	 is	 codi ed	 in	 te	 initial	
staes	of	 learnin	allos	C	to	be	applied	 to	situations	of	contextual	dependence	of	
simple	 acuisition	 and	 to	 adance	 an	 explanation	 of	 te	 differences	 beteen	 te		
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reneal	desin	and	te	oter	reneal	desins	indicated	aboe	f	te	acuisition	context	
is processed in the early stages of training, retrieval of the information learned in that 
context	 ill	 be	 ier	 itin	 te	 acuisition	 context	 tan	 en	 te	 reneal	 desin	
inoles	 te	mere	 abandonment	 of	 te	 interference	 context.

irect instructions on human participants 

nspired	 b	 results	 suc	 as	 tose	 of	 Eic	 19	 in	 memor	 tass	 it	 as	 been	
found	 tat	 te	 canes	 in	 contextual	 dependence	 it	 te	 experience	 encountered	 b	
León et al. 2011 can be modulated by attentional instructions: When participants were 
instructed	explicitl	to	pa	attention	to	te	cues	te	effect	of	context	cane	after	brief	
trainin	disappeared.	Complementaril	 te	effect	of	context	cane	tat	did	not	appear	
after prolonged training emerged if participants were instructed to pay attention to the 
context	 Calleas	uilera	Cubillas		osas	 21	 c.f.	Neumann	 2.

Informational value of the context context relevance 

Preston et al.	19	found	in	animal	researc	tat	retrieal	of	information	about	
unambiuous	cues	sos	contextual	dependence	eneer	te	are	trained	itin	contexts	
tat	are	caracteried	b	teir	i	informatie	alue	see	also	arb		earce	199.	
imilarl	eón	bad	and	osas	2	21a	found	tat	retrieal	of	relationsips	it	
consistent predictive value that were trained in the presence of other cues that varied 
teir	meanin	dependin	on	te	context	as	context	dependent	in	bot	uman	predictie	
learnin	and	 instrumental	conditionin	see	also	eón	me		osas	212	uce	
Lachnit, oening,  Uengoer, 2013 Luce, Lachnit, Stttgen,  Uengoer, 2014.

Salience or relative preeminence of the context with respect to the cues 

C	 assumes	 tat	 contextual	 dependence	 of	 te	 information	 is	 directl	 related	
to	 te	salience	or	 relatie	preeminence	of	 te	contexts	it	 respect	 to	 te	speci c	cues	
involved in the tas. Although this prediction has not received a direct evaluation, Abad, 
amos	lare	and	osas	29	found	tat	partial	reinforcement	of	a	cue	made	context-
dependent retrieval of the information about a different cue that received continuous 
reinforcement.	 earce	 edead	 and	 din	 199	 suest	 tat	 partial	 reinforcement	
causes	 an	 internal	 state	 N	 associated	it	 frustration	 msel	 19	 1992	 or	it	 a	
memor	tracin	of	non-reinforced	trials	Capaldi	19	1994	tat	ma	increase	te	relatie	
salience	of	 te	context.	e	data	of	bad	et al.	 29	are	consistent	it	 tis	 idea	as	
te	 are	 consistent	it	 te	 formation	 of	 a	 direct	 association	 beteen	 te	 context	 and	
te	outcome	faored	b	te	 increase	 in	 te	relatie	preeminence	of	 te	context	because	
of the partial reinforcement treatment see also Murphy, Baer,  Fouquet, 2001.

e	 e	 modulatin	 factors	 summaried	 aboe	 are	 te	 ones	 oriinall	 set	 b	
ATCP. However, looing at them retrospectively, these factors may be reduced to two. 
tudies	explorin	context	experience	or	 relatie	salience	of	contexts	and	cues	are	actu-
ally manipulating the perceived ambiguity of the situation. Similarly, instructions in 
human participants may be understood as a way to manipulate the subjective relevance 
of	 te	contexts.	is	approac	ould	 reduce	 to	 to	 te	 factors	modulatin	attention	 to	
te	 context	mbiuit	 and	 contexts	 releance.
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eardless	 of	 te	 number	 of	 factors	 modulatin	 attention	 to	 te	 contexts	 te	
literature	brie	summaried	aboe	suests	tat	C	as	reat	euristic	alue	as	a	uide	
to research and it seems to be closer than its predecessors to become a comprehensive 
explanation	of	te	context-sitc	effects	on	information	retrieal	found	in	te	literature	
but	see	Nelson		amoureux	21	Nelson	ombas		eón	211.	t	oercomes	some	
of	 te	 sortcomins	 of	 outons	 1993	 teor	 of	 information	 retrieal	 extendin	 its	
explanation	to	situations	tat	do	not	 inole	extinction	 interference	or	een	ambiuit	
and	it	ies	a	response	to		te	effects	of	te	context	cane	occur	in	some	situations	
but not in others. In addition, it eeps advantages with the general attentional theories 
summarized in the previous section focusing on the factors that regulate the attention, 
rater	 in	 te	 learnin	mecanisms	 tat	 appl	 once	 contexts	 are	 attended.	Neerteless	
ATCP also shares some of the problems of its predecessors and relies in assumptions 
tat	are	not	et	demonstrated.	e	oal	of	 te	next	section	ill	be	to	describe	te	most	
important shortcomings of current attentional approaches to retrieval of the information.

Attention And context: exPlAnAtory limitAtions And future PersPectives

We ended the previous section by noting the advantages of ATCP, but also 
advancing some of the shortcomings that this theory still has. We will conclude this 
review by presenting an overview of the main limitations that attentional theories applied 
to information retrieval have to solve in the years to come to reach a full understanding 
of	 te	 role	 of	 contexts	 and	 attention	 in	 information	 retrieal.

Independent measures of attention 

n	 te	experiments	 tat	support	 te	 idea	 tat	attention	plas	an	 important	 role	 in	
contextual	processin	attention	 is	 inferred	 from	canes	 in	 te	dependent	ariable	 tat	
is supposed to be affected by it. That is, it is assumed that attention plays a relevant 
role	 in	 te	 effect	 of	 context	 cane	 because	 tis	 effect	 appears	 en	 manipulatin	
factors	 tat	 supposedl	 modulate	 te	 attention	 participants	 pa	 to	 te	 context.	 t	 is	
assumed	 tat	 an	 oranism	 pas	 attention	 to	 te	 context	 eneer	 te	 context	 cane	
as	 an	 effect	 on	 performance	 and	 it	 is	 assumed	 tat	 te	 effect	 of	 te	 context	 cane	
is	 due	 to	 te	 oranism	 pain	 attention	 to	 te	 context.	 is	 circularit	 eaens	 te	
explanator	 usefulness	 of	 te	 attentional	 construct.	 o	 conclude	 tat	 attention	 plas	
a	 releant	 role	 in	 context	 processin	 it	 ill	 be	 necessar	 to	 count	 it	 a	measure	 of	
attention	 independent	of	 te	effect	of	 context-sitc	effects	 tat	 it	 is	 trin	 to	explain.	

In studies with humans there are several approaches that may be useful in 
addressing this problem. Thans to a hybrid tas of predictive learning and semantic 
memor	rif ts	and	itcell	2	measured	bot	te	strent	of	learned	associations	
and cue recognition. According to the authors, the more attention a cue receives during 
training the better it will be rememberedrecognized in the test phase. It is feasible to 
adapt	 te	 desins	 used	 in	 te	 studies	 on	 context-sitc	 effects	 in	 umans	 to	 tis	 tas	
alloin	 for	 an	 independent	 eri cation	 of	 te	 attention	 receied	 b	 te	 contexts	 and	
whether they control information retrieval in those situations in which attention to the 
contexts	 is	 assumed	 to	 pla	 a	 role.

Alternatively, the online recording of participants eye movements would also allow 
for	 an	 independent	measure	 of	 attention	 to	 contexts	 and	 cues.	 n	 recent	 ears	 te	 use	
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of	deices	 tat	allo	online	 recordin	of	 te	 xation	points	of	 te	ae	as	become	an	
extended	approac	to	measure	attention	e..	oart	icinson	anosi	Niitina		
ua	2	oart	icinson	rit	ouarai		ua	2.	ese	deices	are	
becoming less invasive and annoying for participants, allowing for online registration 
of the area to which participants are looing at any given point in the tas, a variable 
that has been shown to be closely related to attention Deroost  Soetens, 2006, and 
tat	ma	 be	 used	 to	 record	 te	 attention	 tat	 contexts	 and	 stimuli	 receie.	 n	 a	 recent	
study, Aristizabal, Ramos Álvarez, Callejas Aguilera, and Rosas 2016 have found that 
participants	 stop	 pain	 attention	 to	 irreleant	 contexts	 as	 trainin	 proresses.	 ell	
time	in	te	context	area	decreased	as	trainin	proceeds	reacin	asmptotic	alues	after	
a	 fe	 trainin	 trials.	 is	 result	 is	 consistent	 it	 te	 fact	 tat	 context-sitc	 effects	
appear early, but not later on training see also Aristizabal, Ramos Álvarez, Callejas 
Aguilera,  Rosas, 2017 Luce et al., 2013.

From a different perspective, some researchers have begun to apply to the study 
of	 learnin	 tests	 traditionall	 used	 in	 te	 eld	 of	 attention	 suc	 as	 te	 dot	 probe	
tas	e	elle	adillo		uue	213	uue	adillo	e	elle		eesle	21.	
This test records the time it taes the participant to detect and respond to a point that 
can appear in any stimulus present in the tas. Reaction times have traditionally been 
assumed to correlate with the attention individuals pay to the stimulus e.g., Posner, 
Nissen		Oden	19.	e	 tpical	 result	of	 te	dot-probe	 tas	 is	 tat	 reaction	 times	
are lower when the dot is allocated on a predictive stimulus that when it is presented 
itin	a	non-predictie	one	see	for	example	e	elle	et al., 2013. This tas has been 
recentl	used	to	assess	attentional	sifts	to	te	context	tus	adillo	Ora	uue	and	
Nelson	21	found	tat	en	te	learnin	situation	becomes	ambiuous	participants	
attention	moes	 from	predictie	 cues	 to	 te	 cues	 tat	 sere	 as	 context.	ooin	 to	 te	
future, implementing the use of this type of tass together with the measures provided 
by eye-tracing systems, will allow for furthering current nowledge about the role of 
attention on learning situations, while testing the theoretical predictions proposed from 
the ATCP.

Finally, the orienting response in animals has been used as an independent 
measure of attention in studies with nonhuman species e.g., eene  Bucci, 2007 
an	 	 earce	 19.	 ltou	 tis	 measure	 ma	 not	 be	 a	 er	 sensitie	 one	 it	
is	 still	 possible	 to	 desin	 and	 alidate	 contexts	 it	 speci c	 features	 tat	 allo	 for	
estimating the attention received through orienting response. Thus, changes on light or 
texture	 patterns	 on	 speci c	 areas	 of	 inner	 boxes	ma	 be	 used	 to	 reister	 orientation	
responses	 alloin	 for	 te	 assessment	 of	 te	 attention	 receied	 b	 te	 contexts	 and	
te	 effects	 of	 te	 context	 cane	 on	 animals	 attention.

Evaluation of the mechanisms of contextual control 

n	 te	 case	 of	 information	 retrieal	 teor	 outon	 1993	 te	 ierarcical	
mecanism	in	ic	te	context	modulates	te	cue-outcome	relationsip	circumscribes	
tis	explanation	to	a	particular	and	concrete	interpretation	of	te	effect	of	renewal. Models 
suc	as	escorla	and	aner	192	acintos	19a	or	earce	19	assume	tat	
te	 context	 is	 eiter	 treated	 as	 a	 speci c	 stimulus	 tat	 competes	it	 taret	 stimuli	 b	
predictin	te	outcome	or	it	is	part	of	te	stimulus	con uration	tat	is	related	it	te	
outcome as a whole, establishing in both cases a direct association with the outcome. 
ot	 approaces	 allo	 for	 explainin	 different	 context-sitc	 effects	 in	 te	 literature	
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and	 none	 allos	 for	 explainin	 all	 of	 tem.	 inall	 C	 is	 completel	 ambiuous	
in	 tis	 reard.	 is	 teor	 is	 not	 committed	 to	 ierarcical	 or	 direct	 context-outcome	
mecanisms	 focusin	 on	 establisin	 under	 at	 circumstances	 attention	 to	 contexts	
appears or does not appear. Recent results from our laboratory seem to suggest that 
tis	 mit	 be	 a	 more	 appropriate	 approac	 to	 te	 stud	 of	 context-sitc	 effects	 on	
performance.	me	eón	 and	osas	 21	 found	 tat	 contexts	 simultaneousl	 enter	
into association with the outcome, the discriminative stimulus and the instrumental 
response in a human instrumental learning situation, suggesting that future research in 
contextual	control	sould	focus	on	determinin	te	conditions	tat	lead	to	te	expression	
of	 a	 speci c	 association	 amon	 te	ones	 tat	 are	 automaticall	 establised	 rater	 tan	
focusin	 on	 ic	 associations	 inolin	 context	 are	 deeloped	 itin	 te	 learnin	
situation.

An evolutionary perspective on the effects of context change 

All models mentioned above tae an evolutionary perspective suggesting that the 
basic mechanisms of learning and retrieval of information are shared by different animal 
species, including the human being. This idea is baced up by an important number 
of	 studies	 in	 te	 literature.	 oeer	 tis	 literature	 is	 not	 exempt	 from	 controersial	
results	 i.e.	 arca	utirre		osas	 23	 aainst	elamater	 199	 and	Ostlund		
alleine	2	or	osas		Calleas	uilera	2	aainst	Nelson	et al., 2011. Since 
te	exploration	of	te	attentional	aspects	of	contextual	processin	in	nonuman	animals	
is rather scarce and has been performed within a very limited range of tass, it remains 
to	 be	 ascertained	 eter	 tese	 differences	 are	 due	 to	 te	 mecanism	 of	 contextual	
control that depends on the type of tas used or it is due to real differences in the 
contextual	processin	amon	different	 species.	esearc	 in	 te	comin	ears	ill	need	
to	 explore	 te	eneraliation	of	 te	 effects	 of	 attentional	manipulations	on	 information	
retrieal	 and	 context	 effects	 usin	 different	 species	 and	 procedures.

conclusions

	reie	of	te	literature	on	context-sitc	effects	on	information	retrieal	stronl	
suests	 tat	 attention	 plas	 an	 important	 role	 in	 context	 processin	 and	 contextual	
dependence	of	 information.	oeer	 te	 con rmation	of	 tis	 relationsip	ill	 depend	
on	 furter	deelopment	of	 independent	measures	of	attention	 to	 te	context	 tat	ould	
allo	 for	 separatin	 te	 attention	 contexts	 receie	 from	 te	 context-sitc	 effects	 on	
performance. From a theoretical point of view, we have found that none of the current 
teories	 on	 te	 effects	 of	 context	 cane	 can	 full	 explain	 te	 reat	 ariet	 of	 context	
cane	effects	tat	appear	in	te	literature.	art	of	te	problem	stems	from	te	dif cult	
of	determinin	ic	mecanism	of	contextual	control	ill	be	in	effect	once	participants	
are	 pain	 attention	 to	 te	 context.	 Establisin	 te	 rane	 of	 conditions	 tat	 ie	 rise	
to direct or hierarchical associations is still pending in the literature. Finally, and in a 
complementar	a	it	ill	be	necessar	to	explore	te	role	of	attention	in	te	contextual	
processing of different species in order to be able to conclude whether a general theory 
of	 context	 processin	 can	 be	 establised.	e	 direction	 tat	 te	or	 sould	 tae	 and	
its guidelines seem therefore well established and these challenges should be faced from 
different laboratories in the following years in order to reach a comprehensive theory 
of	 te	 effects	 of	 te	 context	 cane	 on	 information	 retrieal.
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